ABSTRACT

This study entitled Influence Response Students On Cooperative Learning Model Make a Match Against Student Results Case Study subjects Economics in sub subject Cooperative class X MIA SMA Kemala Bhayangkari Bandung, this study aims to determine how the implementation of cooperative learning make a match on economic subjects class X MIA SMA Kemala Bhayangkari Bandung and to find out how the learning outcomes on economic subjects in class X MIA SMA Kemala Bhayangkari Bandung and to know how big the significant influence of cooperative learning model make a match on learning outcomes economy MIA class X SMA Kelama Bhayangkari Bandung. X-class research sites MIA SMA Kemala Bhayangkari Bandung, Bandung regency, West Java academic year 2015-2016. The method used for this study is a survey research is the method of causation for two or more variables. The sample in this study is the high school students of class X MIA Kemala Bhayangkari Bandung as many as 18 students. Data collection techniques by observation, questionnaire and documentary study conducted to students. Analysis of the test data validity, reliability test, normality test, simple linear regression analysis and coefficient of determination processed with SPSS 18.0 for Windows release. The study hypothesis reads "Response Students On Cooperative Learning Model Make A Match Influential Against Student Results At Subjects Economy class X MIA in SMA Kemala Bhayangkari Bandung" technique of testing hypotheses by means of simple linear regression analysis to determine the effect of independent variables the model of learning cooperative make a match against the dependent variable is the result of learning. Data collected in the field in the form of questionnaires and processed with SPSS 18.0 for Windows release, strengthened by the results of observations and in-depth observation in SMA Kemala Bhayangkari Bandung. The results of this study is to show that there are significant cooperative learning model make a match against student learning outcomes. It is seen from the results of data processing using SPSS 18.0 for Windows release. Results of data if there is a correlation between the variables X and Y of 0.335 that means the correlation is positive. To determine the effect of the variables X and Y then used a simple linear regression analysis, the analysis shows that the results of any increase in the cooperative learning model make a match of 0.335, the study results increased by 0.335. The results if the data shows there are significant cooperative learning model make a match the results of class X student MIA SMA Kemala Bhayangkari Bandung 58,9% and 41,1% is determined by other factors. Based on the research results can be concluded that there are significant positive and significant correlation between cooperative learning model make a match against student learning outcomes. Therefore, researchers submit suggestions for teachers to provide effective learning methods to students, especially in the subject matter of the cooperative.
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